ABRAHAM A. SCHECHTER, USA

As the instinct of the dog is to hunt,
of the bird to fly, of the horse to
gallop, so the natural bent of a human
is to philosophy. ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM

KANAN PURKAYASTHA, UK

The natural death of love is not
possible, but it can die if we do
not know its’ source.
STEPHEN BARNHAM, SINGAPORE

when considering all we have is due to
the combined lottery of genetics and
circumstances, there is room for us to be
more forgiving of those less fortunate.

ANTHONY OLDFIELD, AUSTRALIA

SAMURAI, 2003 DIR. EDWARD ZWICK

The only real
security we can
each have is to be
surrounded by
people who have
no desire to harm
us—
which we can only
achieve once we
have secured the
democratically
controlled public
ownership of all
the means of
production,
distribution and
exchange.

DONALD MACKINNON, BORDERLANDS OF THEOLOGY

JASON HARLAN, UK

Do not forsake Wisdom,
and she will protect
you; love her, and she
will guard you; esteem
her highly and she will
exalt you; she will honor
you if you embrace her.

MARION BROWN, UK

We’re all children, needing
puppets to understand.

SOLOMON THE WISE CA. 950 B.C.

STEPHEN FRY

AVERY CARR, MISSISSIPPI, USA

I have often suspected that what Kurt
Gödel found in logic was also found by
Erwin Shrödinger as a cat in a box.
DMITRY USENCO, UK

The philosophical spirit,
which has been so
much improved all over
Europe within these
last fourscore years, has
been carried to as great a
length in this kingdom as
in any other. DAVID HUME

Just what is is just what can be,
And the Possible is free;
‘Tis by being, not by effort,
That the firm cliff juts to sea.
GREG GAUTHIER, UK

Wisdom doesn’t fit on a
bumper sticker.

It is a mark of an educated
person to look in each area
for only that degree of
precision that the nature
of the subject permits.

JOHN LENNON

ARISTOTLE

JANET NASH, UK

He who gives quickly
gives twice.

There is nothing permanent except change.
HERACLITUS

LENNART FAHLÉN, SWEDEN

I am oppressed if i am thrown into
prison, but not if I am kept from
throwing my neighbor into prison.
SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR

JEANNE WARREN, UK

Be joyful though you have
considered the facts. Be joyful
though you have considered
the facts. WENDELL BERRY
TEGWYN JONES, UK

MIKE ARNAUTOV, UK

Virtue is more to be feared
than vice, for it is not
subject to the regulation of
conscience. ADAM SMITH

It might be well for all of us to
remember that, while differing
widely in the various little bits we
know, in our infinite ignorance
we are all equal. POPPER

KATHY POSTELLE RIXON, UK

The axe forgets, the tree
remembers. AFRICAN PROVERB
DAVID MOLYNEUX, UK

MICHELLE HOGAN, UK

The more I learn,
the more I find out
how much I don’t know.

I have laboured
carefully
not to ridicule,
not to lament,
nor to detest, but
to understand
human actions.
BARUCH SPINOZA

In a world with so much uncertainty it
is still skillful to pause in the moment
before acting and, in that moment, think:
will the world thank me for this action?
DIMITRIS GARELIS, GREECE

Words exist.

MUAZ JALIL, CANADA

We are more willing to
defend our citadel of
cherished certainties,
which often comes from
prejudices and ignorance,
than to allow an iota of
doubt that may come from
opening our mind to new
experience and knowledge.

Life can only be understood
by looking backward; but
it must be lived looking
forward. KIERKEGAARD

CHRIS SEDDON, UK

Thinking beyond our
evolutionary and
cultural inheritance is
hard but rewarding.
ALAN XUREB, DE

Being fulfilled is
more important
than being happy.

BOB STONE, UK

The only excuse for believing
something is that there is some
reason to suppose that it’s true.

PETER TOWNSEND, UK

Other people are like us,
and we are like them; that’s
what ‘other people’ means.

MIKE WOODFIELD, UK

I wonder why I’m curious as to
what my ‘unknown unknowns’
might be - and why I care. (WITH
A NOD TO D RUMSFELD AND SOCRATES)

PAUL SAVOIE, UK

If, as Socrates suggests
the unexamined life is not
worth living, then, surely
the unexamined faith is
not worth believing.

FRANK BRIERLY, UK

Do as you would be done by. (Mrs)
CHARLES KINGSLEY, THE WATER BABIES

LAUREN DYER AMAZEEN

What wisdom can you find
that is greater than kindness?
JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU.

PAUL DIXON, DÜSSELDORF
DAVID BURRIDGE, UK

JASON PLATZER, US

Creativity requires the courage to
let go of certainties. ERICH FROMM

DAN PELTZ, NL

You can’t prove the truth
in friendship or love; in
intellectual or political or
spiritual passion; in a Mozart
symphony—but these truths
exist, and they give life
not only its tang, but its
meaning. GEORGE WEIGEL

MICHAEL DONNAN, UK

DAGMAR FREUDENSTEIN, LUXEMBOURG

ALEXANDRA TURNER, UK

DREW HODGE, OTTAWA

ROBIN HUMPHREY, NOVA SCOTIA

All you need is love.
Love is all you need.

IAN GERMER, UK

There is no answer to the
meaning of life because those
who know the answer do not
understand the question.

No one is perfect: we can all strive to be
more patient, considerate, compassionate,
understanding, curious, amusing, attentive,
open-minded, generous, friendly, forgiving,
grateful, helpful, thoughtful, tactful,
equitable, humble, graceful...

BARRY KING, UK

Whilst ignorance can be
limiting, all creatures—but
above all, humans—are
curious; the power of
ignorance as a tool of
discovery should never be
underestimated.

NICK BION, READING UK

D G PARENTI

FAUZIA RAHMAN-GREASLEY, UK

ANN LONG, UK

Does not metaphysics sometimes emerge as the attempt
to convert poetry into the logically admissible?

SHEREEN KHOR, AUSTRALIA

Our collective curse is that we
humans are: a) great at living in the
present, b) barely satisfactory at
remembering, let alone learning from,
the past, and c) treating our future
generations like complete strangers.

The perfect blossom is a rare thing; you
could spend your life looking for one—and
it would not be a wasted life. THE LAST

CHARLES G. CONWAY, PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA

Why do we exist, as you, or me;
how should we live, and be;
what is life for, if not to love,
strive, seek, share, and be free?!

BARBARA PRENTISS, UK

Belief is a powerful and
potentially valuable
function of the human
mind, which we shouldn’t
suppress, but rather
express and then test
with reason.

Observe, listen, think, discuss,
and understand; more than ever
before, we need this.

DAVID HESLOP, UK

Love, and do as you will. SAINT AUGUSTINE

REBECCA LINTON, UK

Things rarely turn out as well as you hope or
as badly as you fear.
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